Introductory statistics classes teach us that we can never prove the null hypothesis; all we can do is reject or fail to reject it. However, there are times when it is necessary to try to prove the nonexistence of a difference between groups. This most often happens within the context of comparing a new treatment against an established one and showing that the new intervention is not inferior to the standard. This article first outlines the logic of "noninferiority" testing by differentiating between the null hypothesis (that which we are trying to nullify) and the "nill" hypothesis (there is no difference), reversing the role of the null and alternate hypotheses, and defining an interval within which groups are said to be equivalent. We then work through an example and show how to calculate sample sizes for noninferiority studies. The reason for this, as I have said, harkens back to David Hume and the philosophy of science, which asserts that we cannot prove the nonexistence of something (unless, of course, it violates one of the laws of nature, such as the notions of perpetual motion machines, travel that is faster than light, or politicians who tell the truth). To use our original example, no one has ever seen such a unicorn (at least while sober), but we cannot prove that it does not exist. Although it is highly unlikely, a unicorn may walk out of the forest tomorrow, much as the coelacanth was discovered in 1938, after it was thought to have been extinct for millions of years. Using an example closer to home, 6 randomized controlled studies failed to find that ASA had any beneficial effect in preventing reinfarctions. However, Canner's metaanalysis demonstrated that ASA reduced mortality by 10% (2), and it is now inconceivable that post-myocardial infarction patients would not be told to take it. The 6 studies didn't prove that the null hypothesis is true-that there is no difference between ASA and placebo-they simply failed to reject it; that is, all 6 suffered from a type II error, in failing to reject the null hypothesis when in fact it is false. There is a qualitative difference between "highly unlikely" and "impossible" that can never be breached, no matter how many studies have negative outcomes. Therefore, a negative result often means that we should just try harder next time.
The only problem with this philosophical purity is that, as noted, there are times when we do want to demonstrate a lack of difference. This occurs most often in evaluating "me too" drugs-drugs that are supposedly as good as existing ones but that may be cheaper or have fewer side effects. Here, the first task is to show that they are no less effective-in other words, to "prove" the null hypothesis of no difference. Similar situations exist when an outpatient program is compared with an inpatient one, or time-limited therapy with is compared with therapy without a limit on the number of sessions, or a lower dosage of a drug is compared with a higher dosage (3) . In all these cases, it would be sufficient to show that the less expensive or less invasive therapies are not worse than the alternative; it is not necessary to prove superiority in terms of outcome for them to be accepted as replacements. As we shall see, showing superiority vs noninferiority or equivalence does not simply demonstrate opposite sides of the same coin.
The Statistical Theory
How do we reconcile the competing demands of wanting to prove equivalence on the one hand with the difficulty, if not impossibility, of proving the null hypothesis on the other? First, we have to correct a common misperception about the null hypothesis (H 0 ) . In almost all situations, the null hypothesis is written as [2] that the 2 means or proportions are different. The mistake is to think that the null hypothesis always has to mean "no difference." In fact, the null hypothesis is the hypothesis to be nullified, or disproven. Cohen refers to the hypothesis of no difference by the delightful name of the "nill hypothesis" (4). In most cases, the null and the nill hypotheses are the same; however, this needn't necessarily be the case, and we will use this distinction in testing for equivalence.
A second point is that not all differences are created equal, and there are some we can safely ignore. Because of sampling error, there will always be a difference between groups, no matter how similar they may be. Further, if we simply increase the sample size sufficiently, we will always be able to show that this difference is statistically significant. For example, let's assume that School 1 has a mean IQ score of 100, School 2 has a mean IQ score of 103, and the standard deviation is the usual 15 points. Most people would agree that this 3-point difference is clinically trivial. However, if we draw a sample of 400 students from each school, we will probably find that this difference is statistically significant. With larger sample sizes, we can find statistical significance with even smaller differences.
These 2 points-that the null hypothesis doesn't always mean no difference and that some differences may be statistically significant but clinically trivial-form the basis of testing for equivalence. First, rather than saying that the 2 means (or proportions, or whatever parameter we're interested in) have to be absolutely identical, we establish an equivalence interval within which we would say that the groups are "close enough." For instance, let's assume that, for sociophobic patients, Treatment A results in a mean score of 10 on a scale of social comfort (that is, M 1 = 10), where a higher score reflects greater comfort. How much lower can the score be with a different therapy (Treatment B) for us to say that the difference between the groups (which we call delta, or *) is clinically unimportant-1 point lower? 2 points? 3 points? This is not a statistical question but, rather, a clinical one, based on our knowledge of the condition, the scale, and the intervention. If the new treatment is significantly faster, cheaper, or-if it's a drug-has a better side effect profile, we may be willing to accept a lower score (that is, somewhat poorer adjustment) than if the new therapy does not offer these advantages. As Kendall and others (5) point out, though, there's a trade-off in the choice of this interval. The smaller its value, the more similar the treatments must be but the harder it is to demonstrate equivalence statistically. Conversely, it is easier to show equivalence with wider intervals, but then we have to accept bigger differences between the 2 groups and still say they're not different.
There are 2 approaches to equivalence testing. The 2-tailed approach tries to show that the 2 means or proportions are similar to each other; that is, that one is neither much larger nor much smaller than the other. The 1-tailed method is far more common and tests whether the second mean or proportion is different only in 1 direction. This is also referred to as noninferiority testing, because it is often used to see whether a new therapy isn't any worse than usual treatment. We don't care whether it's better-in fact, we'd be ecstatic-we merely want to insure that it's not significantly worse. The 2-tailed method is certainly theoretically important. However, on a practical level, it is much more likely that we would be interested in showing that the new treatment is not worse than the standard (noninferiority testing), so we will restrict ourselves to that situation.
The first step is to use our clinical judgement to define the equivalence interval, which we designate as *. Using the previous example, assume that we'd accept a difference of 20% at most, which translates into * = 2 points. That means that the mean for the new treatment (M 2 ) cannot be less than 8 if it is to be deemed noninferior. Now let's bring the first point into play and redefine the null hypothesis. Instead of the usual nill hypothesis of no difference, we say that the null hypothesis is
(or in English, the first mean is more than * points greater than the second), and the alternative hypothesis is
(that is, the difference between the means is less than *, which also covers the possibility that µ 2 is larger than µ 1 ). Note that if * = 0, these are simply the null and alternative hypotheses for a
1-sided t-test.
This means that, if we can reject the null hypothesis, we are left by default with the alternative hypothesis that the difference between the means (or proportions) is probably correct. The test for this (a t-test if the sample sizes are small or a z-test if they are above 10 or so) looks very similar to the usual one, with the exception of * in the numerator:
where is the standard error of the difference: and where df = (n 1 + n 2 -2), the n is the sample size in each group, and the s is the standard deviation. If we are dealing with proportions rather than means, then we simply replace M 1 with p 1 and M 2 with p 2 in Equation [5] (the proportions in each group), and use Equation [7] for the standard error 
An Example
Let's work through an example. Assume that we specified ahead of time that we would consider 2 treatments for sociophobia equivalent if the new one worked for at least 85% as many patients as did the usual therapy. What we actually Spelled out, the null hypothesis is that the proportion of successful patients in the standard therapy group is more than 0.083 better than the proportion of successful patients in the new treatment group; the alternative hypothesis is that the difference in proportions is less than or equal to 0.083. This is shown in Figure 1 .
Using Equation [7] , we find that the standard error of the difference between these 2 proportions is 0.141, and therefore Since this is smaller than the critical value of 1.645 that we would need to reject a 1-tailed hypothesis at the 0.05 level, we cannot reject the null hypothesis, and we have to conclude that the 2 treatments are not equivalent.
Sample Size and Power
In the example we just worked through, it would seem at first glance that the 2 treatments should have come out as equivalent. We said that we would accept a 15% difference from the effectiveness of the standard treatment or roughly 0.083 less effectiveness than that demonstrated for Treatment A, 0.75. The success rate for Treatment B, 0.70, seems to be this much less; in fact, the difference is only 1 subject per group (that is, 15/20 for A vs 14/20 for B). Why do these results seem to be counterintuitive?
Simply examining raw differences overlooks 2 important points. First, we cannot just look at the difference between the 2 groups. As is always the case, the means or proportions that emerge from a study are sample estimates of the true population parameters. Because of this, they deviate from the real values to some degree. The amount of this deviation is related to the variability in what is being measured (for example, the standard deviation) and the sample size, and these have to be taken into account when we test to see whether the difference is statistically significant.
The second point is that, in testing for equivalence, we reverse the usual meanings of the null and alternative hypotheses. This means that we have to alter both our interpretations of type I and type II errors and what we mean by power. In both NHST and equivalence testing, a type I error occurs when we conclude that the null hypothesis is false when in fact it is true; a type II error occurs when we erroneously conclude that the null hypothesis is true when it is not. Power is the ability to reject the null hypothesis when it is false.
In noninferiority testing, though, the null hypothesis is that the standard treatment is better than the new one. This means that 1. A type I error occurs when we say that the 2 treatments are equivalent, when in fact the standard treatment is better.
2. A type II error occurs when we conclude that the standard treatment is better, when it fact the treatments are equivalent.
3. Power is the probability of accepting that the groups are equivalent when in fact they are equivalent (6).
The issue, then, is the power of the test. As we would expect, with only 20 subjects per group, the power of the tests we just ran is low. The reality is that equivalence testing is at times less powerful than testing for a difference. That is, we would need more subjects to test when a given difference is within the equivalence interval than when we test to see whether the 2 groups differ from each other.
To determine why this is so, let's take a look at the equations to calculate sample size (7) . For the equivalence of 2 means, the equation is (If we are testing whether the 2 means or proportions are identical, then the denominator becomes simply * 2 .) These are very similar to the usual equations for sample size determination (8) with 2 differences, one that has a small effect on the sample and one that has a potentially large effect. The difference with the small effect is that we now want to minimize the type II error rather than the type I error, as in NHST. Consequently, the values of a and $ are reversed, in that we set $ at 0.05 and a at 0.10 or 0.20. The difference that has a potentially large effect is the * in the denominator.
If we use Equation [9] to figure out the required sample size for the example (setting a = 0.20, $ = 0.05, and therefore power = 0.95), we will find it to be 2255 subjects per group! Conversely, with only 20 subjects per group, the power of the test to detect a difference of 0.083 between these proportions is less than 30%.
The sample size to test for equivalences is not always larger than that for testing for differences; again, it depends on the value of *. Table 1 gives the sample sizes needed to test for noninferiority for various combinations of proportions in the standard treatment group, p s , and the experimental group, p e , with a = 0.20 and $ = 0.05. For comparison, the last column is the sample size required for the traditional NHST that p s > p e . When * = 2 (p s -p e ), the sample sizes are about equal for both types of tests. When * < 2 (p s -p e ), the sample size for equivalence testing is larger than for difference testing. When * > 2 (p s -p e ), it is smaller. Note that, when * is larger than 2 (p s -p e ), the change in sample size is relatively small. However, when * is smaller than 2 (p s -p e ), the sample size increases rapidly and exponentially. The same relation holds for testing the noninferiority of means, with M s and M e replacing p s and p e .
Summary
At times, despite all philosophical injunctions to the contrary, we have to prove that there are no unicorns. The solution, as we've seen, is to reverse the meanings of the null and alternate hypotheses and try to show that the null hypothesis of a
